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decision taken by readers on the basis of information provided 
herein. Subject to Mumbai Jurisdiction only.

Grounds for growth

T
he oil price crash may have rattled stock markets but as part of 
the commodity cycle softening up other constituents like coal and 
therefore, power and freight, are sure to strengthen the bottom lines 
of cement companies. Costs of these inputs will head south and make 
a substantial savings in input costs as they constitute nearly 55% of  

total costs. 

India is the second largest cement producing country in the world after China. 
The country currently has a production capacity of 366 million tonne (MT) 
and is targeting to reach 550 MT by 2020. The per capita consumption of 
cement in India is far behind the world average. The areas of concern for the 
cement sector in India include the over capacity situation, higher cement prices, 
projects stuck owing to environmental clearances and land acquisition issues, 
funds becoming dearer for the project proponents and increase in input and 
transportation costs. 
The cement industry is dominated by few players. The top 20 cement companies 
account for almost 70 per cent of the total cement production of the country. 
The consolidation of the industry players is happening across the board 
unlocking the benefits of standardization of processes and systems. At the same 
time creating monopolies that can thwart the survival of the construction sector 
and make life difficult for the common man.
India aspires to double its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in the coming 
years. The growth can only be achieved if the existing infrastructure is overhauled 
and new ones are created. Infrastructure development holds the key to India’s 
growth. With the advent of a new regime under the dynamic leadership of 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the demand recovery in the economy is 
expected to be faster and at a higher level than estimated earlier. India, one 
of the fastest growing economies in the world, is on the verge of witnessing an 
unprecedented growth in infrastructure. India aims to invest US$ 1 trillion mainly 
in the infrastructure sector during the current 12th Five Year Plan. The projects 
on the anvil include development of 100 Smart Cites, mass housing projects, 
industrial corridors, manufacturing zones, cement concrete roads, commercial 
and industrial construction, retail and hospitality project implementation. The 
infrastructure development in sectors such as Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways, 
Metro corridors are likely to provide the impetus to the cement sector growth 
in days to come. All these projects promise windfall of profits for cement sector 
in India.
Index of Eight Core Industries figures released by the Government of India for 
November 2014 indicate 11.3 per cent growth in Cement production over 
November 2013 figures. The cumulative growth during April to November, 
2014 was 8.5 per cent over the corresponding period of previous year. With 
slew of infrastructure projects worth billions, it’s time for Cement 
Indian Cement Review (ICR), our twenty eight year old monthly magazine 
from ASAPP Media, has been at the forefront of capturing and providing 
you with latest update on the cement industry. The content comprises news, 
reports, trends, views, project and tender opportunities in every issue. Going 
a step forward, we the publishers of ICR presents the second edition of  
CEMENT INFOBANK. With this annual edition, we are attempting to provide 
a common platform for all the stakeholders to find information about each 
other and thereby facilitate b2b exchanges. Companies are listed from various 
segments such as Cement Manufacturers / Dealers, Refractory Cement, 
Packaging & Transportation companies, Equipment manufacturers, Consultants, 
Material Testing companies. 
In addition we have provided sector overview, views of the industry captains and 
a specially section listing Suppliers to the cement industry. We have tried our 
best to provide you the most updated database of the industry which we have 
collected doing extensive research, but we don’t claim to cover all. In case we 
have missed out anything do send an email to Sandeep@ASAPPmedia.com 
and we’ll definitely include the valuable piece of information in our next edition 
or reprint. With this edition, we hope to empower you with b2b contacts which 
can lead to multiplier effect for pacing up the cement sector growth in the years 
to come.
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ABOUT

CEMENT INFOBANK is a unique integrated business guide on Indian Cement 
industry. It is yet another specialized offering from ASAPP Media Information 
Group, Publishers of Indian Cement Review magazine. 

ASAPP Media is a 17-year-old, multinational B2B media group with diverse 
media properties in print, web and events space. Committed to providing most 
authentic and timely information on the construction, infrastructure and realty 
sectors, ASAPP Media supplies regular business to business information in 
India and the Gulf. The group provides a 360 degree information experience 
through special interest business publications, conferences, seminars, 
industry recognition awards, industry portals, directory services, research 
reports and newsletters. It is based out of Mumbai and has six of ces in India 
and two overseas. 

This is the second edition of CEMENT INFOBANK. It is easy to refer and 
contains vital information that’s been adeptly presented, making it a one-stop 
source. It is a practical database that contains:

 Listings of companies, organizations and associations

 A pro le of the companies - the areas of business, key operating units, etc

 Names and complete contact details of key personnel of constituent   
 companies

 Sector overview

 Industry view

 Database of construction projects

It is a must have for top corporate executives, decision-makers and government 
of cials, business owners, contractors, consultants and vendors, etc.
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players. The consolidation of small players with the large 
ones has become the norm. As per Government gures, a 
total of 188 large cement plants together account for 97 per 
cent of the total installed capacity, while 365 small plants 
account for the rest. 77 of these large plants are located in 
the states of Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu. 
The top 20 cement companies account for almost 70 per cent 
of the total cement production of the country. Lead players 
include both domestic and international companies such 
as Lafarge, Holcim, ltratech, JSW Cement, J K Cement, 
The India Cement, Jaypee Cement, Reliance Cement, Zuari 
Cement, Malabar Cement, SDCC and many more. 

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION COST
Indian Cement manufacturers production cost is largely 

impacted by rise in the input and transportation cost. As 
per ICRA report released in July, the sector have witnessed 
signi cant increase in freight costs over the past two years 
due to increase in freight rates by railways, consistent 
increase in diesel prices and increased dependence on 
costlier road transport due to shortage of railway wagons. 
Apart from this, the prices of key raw materials – limestone 
and gypsum have also increased. As of now the fall in the 
oil prices worldwide has brought some relief to the cement 
sector.

DEMAND DRIVERS
The focus of the present Government is on the 

infrastructure development. Many of the announcements 
of the government if translated into action on the ground 
holds lot of promise for the cement sector. The projects 
such as creating 100 Smart Cities in India, Housing for all 
by 2022 scheme, development of industrial corridor and 
manufacturing zones countrywide can boast the growth of 
the cement sector. The infrastructure development in sectors 
such as Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways, Metro corridors 
are likely to provide the impetus to the cement sector growth 
in days to come.

CEMENT PRICING
Cement Pricing is one of the contentious issues in India. 

The consumers allege that the cement prices are on the 
higher side, while the producers maintain increase in input 
and transportation cost to be the reason why prices are 
increasing every now and then. Any government intervention 
in cement pricing poses threat to the growth of the cement 
sector. For consumers it would be a welcome move as the 
real estate prices are touching the sky. Affordable housing 
and infrastructure development to a great extent depends on 
the key inputs such as cement. The rationalization of cement 
prices is the need of the hour. All the stakeholders should be 
involved while deciding the optimum price level which is a 
win-win situation for all i.e. Cement manufacturers, Builders, 
Home Buyers, Government, etc.

GROWTH FIGURES
As per industry estimates, the cement production capacity 

in India is likely to grow at 8 per cent in F 2014-15. The 
capacity is likely to touch 395 MT by end of the next nancial 
year and expected to increase to 421 MT by 2017-end. Index 
of Eight Core Industries points to upward movement in the 
cement sector growth. The Eight Core Industries comprise 
nearly 38  of the weight of items included in the Index of 

Per capita consumption of cement 
in India is far behind
the world average. This is an 
important indicator revealing
the prosperity of the Nation. 
Hence, it must be increased
by multiple steps. As it is we are 
having infrastructure de cit in 
the country and therefore, infra 
spending may be increased. This 
will give compounding bene t on 
the cement consumption growth. 
We must target to bring
cement consumption at par with 
world average in next
5-10 years.

Indian Cement industry is going 
through a downturn due to over 
capacity in most of the regions. 
Some key challenges contributing 
to stall the market growth are 
issues related to land acquisition, 
statutory clearances, tight money 
market situation and high rate of 
interest on borrowing apart from 
total economic paralysis in the 
last ten years.
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 — R P Gupta, 
CMD,Shiva Cement Ltd

 — Malay Das, 
Joint Managing Director, ThyssenKrupp Industries 
India Pvt Ltd

Indian cement industry 
is going through tough 
challenges due to poor 
infrastructure, real estate 
growth across India for last 
2-3 years. Delayed project 
clearances related to mining, 
environmental put the most of 
the upcoming projects on hold 
in addition to that tight cash 
ows in the market totally slow 

down the industry growth.

Cement demand is projected to 
grow to 2.5-2.7 times the current 
volumes and reach 550-600 
million tonne by 2025

 —Y Srinivas Reddy,  
Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors Pvt Ltd

- CII report titled ‘Cement Vision 2025:
Scaling New Heights’
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INDUSTRY VIEW

Tell us about your offerings to the cement sector  
in India? 

Bevcon Wayors is competent in meeting all most all 
critical raw material handling demands of cement industry 
apart from providing solutions for conventional material 
handling equipments. Bevcon always strives to provide 
Innovative, cost effective solutions to the industry. we have 
engineered new generation material handling equipments 
like Steep Angle Conveyors, Air-supported-belt conveyors, 
High Angle Sandwich Conveyors, Pneumatic Conveying 
systems to feed alternate fuels to reduce fuel consumption 
to kilns etc., list a few recent breakthroughs: 
 Recently we have commissioned steep angle 

sidewall conveyor in one of the cement plant in India 
for conveying clinker from wagon unloading to silo 
storage which is rst-of its-kind installation in Indian 
cement industry this revolutionary concept is going 
to change the current practices adopted in Indian  
Cement Industry. 

 Successfully commissioned high capacity& long 
distance Fly Ash handling system in cement plant – this 
will enable cost effective conveying of y ash ful lling 
100% environmental needs.

 Executed in record time 1.5 km pipe conveyor for 
handling 3000TPH limestone. This installation will show 
case Bevcon competency in the bulk material handling 

applications and as well as project management 
abilities.

 Pneumatic handling systems for waste rubber powder 
feeding to kiln to bring down the coal consumption.

 Bio-mass and solid waste feeding to kilns / furnaces 
are major breakthroughs apart other achievements. 
Bevcon product basket consist of - Conveyors, New 

Generation Equipments, Bag lters, Screens, Feeders, 
Stackers and Reclaimers, Pneumatic Conveying Systems, 
overland troughed & Pipe conveyors etc.

the cement sector?
Energy ef ciency is one of the critical design and 

performance parameter in the bulk material handling. 
To achieve energy ef ciency focus starts from better lay 
outing of the project design and selection of equipments 
with optimum service factors.
 Use of energy ef ciency drives and components in 

equipment engineering.
 Best use of gravitational energy for material ow.
 Use of imported energy ef ciency components while 

engineering stage if need be.
 Adopting proper preventive maintenance practices.
 Effective utilization of machine avoiding idle times and 

un-even loading and over loading etc.

Y Srinivas Reddy, Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors Pvt Ltd shares his views with  
about his company, offerings to the cement sector, energy ef cient products, business in 2014, major clientele, 
projects,  manufacturing base, growth strategy, challenges before the cement sector, and what needs to be done 
by the Government to boost cement industry growth. Edited Excerpts...

Bevcon Wayors

Indian cement industry is going through tough challenges due to poor 
infrastructure,  real estate growth across India for last 2-3 years. Delayed 
project clearances related to mining, environmental put the most of the 
upcoming projects on hold in addition to that tight cash flows in the 
market totally slow down the industry growth.

Y Srini as Redd Man
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                               INDUSTRY VIEW

 Use of right t electrical connectivity accessories to 
avoid power loss automation of equipment example: 
when not in use automatic switch off.

 Best use of green energy concepts.
 Developing friction free component to minimize energy 

absorption.
 Development of re-generation conveyors for energy 

generation etc.
We are in the process of putting up totally automated 

Idler and Pulley manufacturing plant with UK technology 
to produce low resistance Idlers which will bring down the 
overall power consumptions of the conveyors.

How was the CY2014 in terms of business achieved, 

Bevcon Wayors has improved sales turnover and 
posted 5% more growth than last FY in spite of sluggish 
market conditions prevailing across.

FY2013-14 was very good for Bevcon from the 
perspective of new initiatives, change continually 
improvement and growth are prime drivers of the 
organization. We have initiated various people and process 
measures to take the organization to 500 cr targets. 

Who are your major clientele in the cement industry?
Bevcon Wayors associated with almost all reputed 

cement companies of India.

Could you share with us details about some of your 

Currently various material handling projects under 
execution for cement Industry. Shree Cement, Reliance 
Cement Co., Ultratech, JK Cement, Emami, Orient  
Cement etc.

What are the challenges before the cement sector  
in India? 

Indian cement industry is going through tough 
challenges due to poor infrastructure, real estate growth 
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O) Cleated Belt Conveyor for conveying  
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across India for last 2-3 years. Delayed project clearances 
related to mining, environmental put the most of the 
upcoming projects on hold in addition to that tight cash 
ows in the market totally slow down the industry growth.

Could you share with us details about your 

Bevcon Wayors strongly believe that People and 
Process are engines for the organization growth.

We are not just a manufacturing company; we create 
path breaking solutions to tackle different problems. 
Compared to others, ours is perhaps the most employee-
friendly company having the best hr practices in place and 
we have employee strength of over 300+ employees (76% 
engineers), our average age group of employees is 34yrs 
making it most dynamic and vibrant by creating value 
addition to Indian material handling industry and we have 
executed around 2800 projects with repeated customer 
base of 62 % by way of providing innovative and cost 
effective processes solutions through in-house research 
development and as well as external collaborations 
and today Bevcon is ercely committed to offer the best 
engineering services to its clients.

Bevcon’s turnkey solutions include custom design, 
manufacturing, installation and servicing of bulk material 
handling equipment. A majority of these equipments are 
manufactured at Bevcon’s facilities itself which provide 
customers greater exibility for custom designs suitable 
as per their requirements. Bevcon Wayors has State-of-
the-Art manufacturing set-up in Hyderabad with latest 
technology where in raw material to nished product takes 
place in one roof supported by latest added plasma cutting 
machine which are ISO certi ed and streamlined back end 
process through SAP Integration, In-house development of 
IT Services and Software’s for Project, Planning, Design, 
Execution and Monitoring. Bevcon Wayors has credit of 
developing and Innovative material handling equipments 
through In-house engineering research division and with 
association of foreign technological collaborators.

We are the only company in India to have all kinds 
of Crushers, Screens, Feeders & Sizers with in-house 
manufacturing facility. While we have a range of Bulk 
Material Handling Equipments that are standardized, 
we also manufacture equipments for speci c application 
needs.

Adopted world’s best processes like SAP, ISO & 
Kaizen 5s systems.

We believe that our strong after sales services as 
organization keeps us an edge-above our competition. 
For making our services more readily available and 
geographically close, we have established full- edged 
regional sales and service of ces in cities like Pune, 
Chennai, Jamshedpur, Bhubaneswar, Kolkata, New 
Delhi and Raipur. All these regional of ces across India 

which caters the services like Sales & Marketing, Project 
Management and construction teams and some of the 
regional of ces have application and design engineering 
teams which will facilitate better and faster interactions 
with regional clients leading timely commitments and all 
the of ces are totally networked with video conferencing 
facilities and got connected with HO.

What’s your growth strategy for the medium and long 
term in the cement sector?

As a material handling projects solution provider we 
have clear growth plans in place exclusively to cater the 
needs of cement industry right from the mining industry to 
nished product handling in cement sector. We are very 

optimistic future for cement industry is going to be great. 
We have derived clear strategy’s to enhance our presence 
in the cement industry. 

What needs to be done by the Government of India to 
boost cement industry growth?
The role of the government is vital in boosting the 
demand for the cement industry. The Government should 
focus on expediting decision making and do the following: 
 Major projects pending for long should be cleared in 

the minimum time frame
 Clear the impasse at various policy matters by bringing 

transparent policy’s guidelines.

Raw Material Handling
System at Reliance Cement
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BEVCON WAYORS PVT LTD
H-11 IDA, Uppal, Hyderabad-500039, Telangana

Tel: 040-27201956, 27201959 Fax: 040-27208279 Email: info@bevconwayors.com Website: www.bevconwayors.com
 
Key Executive(s):

Sno. Name Designation Board Fax Direct Email
1 Y Srinivas Reddy Managing Director 040-27201956 040-27208279 8885564075 corpcomm@bevconwayors.com

2 Rithvik P Director 040-27201956 040-27208279 8885564040 rithvik@bevconwayors.com

3 V V 
Subramanyam

Chief Operations Of cer 040-27260025-27 040-27261667 8498098990 vvs@bevconwayors.com

4 V Raja Rao Chief Financial Of cer 040-27201956 040-27208279 8498053505 raja.rao@bevconwayors.com

5 S A K Jeelani General Manager (Sales 
and Marketing-South)

040-27201956 040-27208279 8885564090 jeelani@bevconwayors.com

6 Abhishek Sen Manager (Sales and 
Marketing-West)

020-65104714 / 
19 / 20

9823110321 abhishek.sen@bevconwayors.com

7 Sanjeev Wadhwa Head (Sales & Marketing-
North)

040-27201956 9811136915 sanwad@bevconwayors.com

8 Debi Prasad 
Padhy

General Manager (Sales 
and Marketing-East)

033-23580071 9088105591 padhy@bevconwayors.com

9 V Manoj Kumar AVP (Technology 
Development Group)

040-27201956 040-27208279 8885564030 manoj.tdg@bevconwayors.com

10 Md Shabbir Khan Dy Manager (Corporate 
Communications)

040-27201956 040-27208279 8885564075 shabbir.khan@bevconwayors.com, 
corpcomm@bevconwayors.com

 Bevcon Wayors is among India’s leading providers of high-quality, technologically advanced integrated bulk material handling and processing 
solutions like crushing, screening, conveying, dust extraction, pneumatics and special conveying systems. Their success is driven by their steadfast emphasis on 
3Ps Plan, process and people to deliver results the right way. They are involved in virtually every facet of the bulk material handling and processing solutions. 
Their integrated turnkey solutions include custom design, manufacturing, installation and servicing of equipment for a full range of bulk material handling and 
processing needs. The name Bevcon Wayors was coined after it was creatively combined with a few letters of bucket elevator conveyor in 1990. Formed with the 
intent of catering to the rising demand for bulk material handling solutions. The company’s motto Engineering - Built to Last has been its success mantra since 
the last 20 years and even today Bevcon is ercely committed to offer the best engineering services to its clients.
 
 

BHARAT CRANE SERVICES
G. F. - 101, Madhav Park, Surat-Navsari Main Road, Opposite Ashirwad Hotel, Unn Patiya, Surat-394210, Gujarat

Tel: 0261-2753232 Email: bharatcraneservice@gmail.com Website: www.bharatcraneservice.com

Key Executive(s): 
Sno Name Designation Board Fax Direct Email

1 Sajid Arodiya Proprietor 0261-2753232 9426114277, 9825466786 sajid@bharatcraneservice.com

2 Abrar Shaikh Marketing Manager 0261-2753232 8460261046
 

 Incorporated in the year 2000, Bharat Crane Services, are a distinguished name engaged in rendering complete 
solution to the clients with their crane rental and hiring services in Gujarat. Being the most important tool in the construction industry, 
their services are immensely demanded in cement and thermal plants, re neries and road and bridges construction industries. Their 
cranes are acclaimed for their high performance, robust construction, high load bearing capacity and anti-rusting property.
 
 

BRADY AND MORRIS ENGG CO LTD
14/15 F, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001, Delhi

Tel: 011-23310212, 2335747 Fax: 011-23327231 Email: bradydel@bradys.in, bmeworks@bradys.in Website: www.bradymorris.in
 
Key Executive(s): 

Sno Name Designation Board Fax Direct Email
1 Pawan Moraraka Chairman and Managing Director 011-23310212 011-23327231 cmd@bradys.in

2 Swapna Chitra Secretary to CMD 011-23310212 011-23327231

3 S M Mishra Branch Manager 011-23310212 011-23327231 9810617501 bradysdelhi@gmail.com

4 Dilip Panchal Purchase Manager 011-23310212 011-23327231 079-40236400 bmematerials@bradys.in

5 Kamaxi Mistry Marketing Coordinator 011-23310212 011-23327231 079-25890546 bradydel@bradys.in

 Brady and Morris Engineering Co. Ltd, a subsidiary of W. H. Brady and Co. Ltd. started operations in 1946. 
Considered India’s premier material handling equipment designing and manufacturing company, Accredited with an ISO 9001:2008 
certi cation, the company is rated as a top vendor for high quality standardised and customised components, equipment and precision 
products. Speci cally, the company specialises in the following material handling equipment overhead, goliath and jib cranes, electric 
wire rope and chain hoists, manual chain hoists and trolleys and many more.


